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The present study aims to characterize and understand the dropwise gelation-dehydration phenomena
during drop-on-demand (DOD) printing of hydrogel-based soft materials. Functional soft materials have
broader impacts on many medical and engineering applications, but constructing soft materials into
three-dimensional (3D) configuration with spatially varying properties is still extremely challenging. In
order to establish a mechanistic understanding, a hypothesis was postulated that the porosity of hydrogel
printed is determined by dropwise gelation and dehydration phenomena during the printing process. The
underlying rationale is that many functional properties of the printed hydrogels are closely associated
with the structural characteristics at the sub-droplet and droplet scales, specifically porosity. The poros-
ity of a hydrogel droplet is thought to be determined by intra-droplet fluid–structure interactions during
gelation and dehydration. In this study, thus, we characterized the gelation-dehydration and consequent
microstructure of thermally responsive poly(N-isopropylacrylamind-co-acrylamide) (PNIPAM) copoly-
mer droplets as a model hydrogel material. The gelation kinetics was studied by differential scanning
calorimetry. Both macroscopic and microscopic structures of DOD printed hydrogels were characterized
by a 3D profiler and scanning electron microscopy. Furthermore, a theoretical model to explain this com-
plex transport processes was also developed. The results showed that the gelation is a rapid process and
its impact is mainly observed at the deposition of droplets. Significant structural shrinkage of the printed
hydrogel droplets was induced by dehydration. This shrinkage resulted in spatially varying intra-droplet
porosity. A computational model of intra-droplet fluid–structure interactions was developed to explain
this spatial variation of intra-droplet porosity. In addition, a new dimensionless parameter is proposed
to gauge the significance of evaporation and interstitial water transport in the fluid–structure
interactions. Significance of gelation kinetics, dehydration and complex fluid–structure interaction
within the droplets was discussed to design a DOD printing process for 3D additive manufacturing of
hydrogel-based soft materials.

� 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Recent developments of polymer sciences enable numerous
novel materials whose properties can be designed and tailored
for a wide variety of applications including tissue engineering
[1–4], drug delivery [5,6], and energy storage and conversion
[7–10]. However, integrating these novel materials into three-
dimensional (3D) configurations with spatially varying functional
properties is still extremely challenging. For instance, recent devel-
opments of biotechnology enable numerous biomaterials which
have profound impacts on medicine by providing tissue grafts to
replace or treat diseased or damaged tissues [1–4]. Moreover, these
biomaterials are also used to develop test beds for drug discovery
as well as pathophysiological research [3,11]. In the development
of functional biomaterials, 3D physical configuration and organiza-
tion of cells and tissues are critically important as much as bio-
chemistry. Thus, various methods have been developed to create
3D configurations as reviewed elsewhere [12,13]. However, its
capability is still significantly limited, or is very difficult to scale
up for rapid fabrication and precise control of their structures at
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Fig. 1. The chemical structure of inverse thermosentivie poly(N-isopropylacryla-
mind-co-acrylamide).
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multiple length scales. Still most of the fabrication methods have
been limited to batch processes. In this context, additive
manufacturing of hydrogel-based soft materials has practical
significance of enabling new generation functional materials for
various applications.

Currently available fabrication methods for additive manufac-
turing of soft polymeric materials include extrusion based printing
[14], laser-assisted polymerization [15], and inkjet based drop-on-
demand (DOD) printing [16,17]. Among these methods, DOD print-
ing has the capabilities to create bulk materials with spatially
varying functional properties by depositing droplet patterns with
desired structural characteristics. Inkjet deposition has been
shown in recent studies to be able to deposit a wide range of mate-
rials [18]. However, research efforts has been focused on finding
reliable jettable conditions, particularly range of viscosity and sur-
face tension, for a given ink material [19–22]. Other approaches are
to control jetting parameters to generate droplets at desired vol-
umes [23–25]. This ability created additional degree of freedom
to accommodate for the constraints imposed by ink materials.
One common drawback of inkjet printing is that the ink material
has to be in a liquid phase for injection but should be rapidly poly-
merized or form gels upon deposition. Additional means are often
employed to accelerate the gelation and/or crosslinking such as
chemicals, pH, temperature, UV or lasers [26–29]. However, these
additional procedures slow down the printing processes and
complicate the process control, which is typically established and
optimized by repeated experimentations.

Compared to the efforts to identify jettable conditions, behavior
of hydrogel ink droplets is rarely studied. Once a small droplet of
hydrogel solution is deposited, it will quickly polymerize to form
a hydrogel droplet. This droplet will begin to dehydrate at the
droplet-air interface due to the evaporation of water. This dehydra-
tion will induce droplet shrinkage, which will trigger complex
fluid-matrix interactions in the porous hydrogel. These dropwise
gelation and dehydration processes are thought to determine dro-
plet scale structure–functionality relationship, which is critically
important to realize DOD printing of functional materials with
‘‘digitized” (i.e. spatially varying) properties. Although evaporation
of solutions and colloidal droplets (i.e., liquid drops where insol-
uble particles are suspended) have received considerable interests
from the research community, understanding this seemingly sim-
ple evaporation of droplet is still challenging. The difficulty is
caused by the complexity associated with the number of relevant
parameters, such as solute concentration, solvent properties, inter-
face characteristics, wettability, and the presence of Marangoni
flows [30–33]. Many studies have shown that the ink–substrate
interactions determine the evaporation phenomena [31,32,34,35].
One of the most widely recognized features of evaporation of liquid
droplets is called the ‘‘pinning effect”, in which the evaporation
occurs in constant contact area mode [36]. The evaporation of a
solution droplet with particles makes a ring-shaped structure that
is commonly known as ‘‘the coffee ring phenomenon”. For inkjet
printing processes, this patterning process by evaporation can
affect the fabrication quality [37].

However, the current understanding on the evaporation of
liquid or colloidal droplets is not directly relevant to hydrogel-
based soft materials. This is primarily due to the presence of
polymer matrix and subsequent fluid–structure interaction at
sub-droplet scales. Thus, mechanistic understanding of this com-
plex fluid-matrix interaction during dropwise gelation-
dehydration is the critical knowledge gap to be filled to design
and develop DOD printing processes for additive manufacturing.
Moreover, it will lay the groundwork enabling new generation
advanced materials with spatially ‘‘digitized” functionality.

In this work, thus, we characterized and analyzed the gelation
and dehydration behaviors of hydrogel droplets during DOD
printing processes. Specifically, we characterized the gelation-
dehydration and consequent microstructure of hydrogel
droplets printed on glass substrates. For this study, poly(N-
isopropylacrylamind-co-acrylamide) (PNIPAM) copolymer was
used as a model hydrogel material. The PNIPAM was selected
because of its thermally responsive gelation kinetics as well as
its viscosity suitable for inkjet printing. The present study is based
on a hypothesis that complex interaction between polymer matrix
and water occurs during this dropwise gelation-dehydration and
the result of this interaction will determine the microstructural
characteristics of polymers at droplet and sub-droplet scales,
specifically porosity of the hydrogel. This structural characteristic
is a basic building block of the functional properties of bulk mate-
rials fabricated. Furthermore, a theoretical model to explain this
complex transport-structure interaction was also developed. The
results were further discussed to realize DOD printing for 3D
additive manufacturing of hydrogel-based soft materials.

2. Methods

2.1. Preparation of thermally-responsive polymeric ink

For the present study, poly(N-isopropylacrylamind-
co-acrylamide) (PNIPAM) copolymer was used as a model polymer
as shown in Fig. 1. This inverse thermopolymer is selected because
of its relevance for mechanistic study of the gelation-dehydration
phenomena including – (i) its gelation kinetics can be precisely
controlled by varying the temperature and polymer concentration,
(ii) viscosities and elastic modulus are relevant to DOD printing,
and (iii) its chemical inertness makes it suitable to tissue engineer-
ing and drug delivery applications. This polymer is in the liquid
phase at lower temperatures and forms a gel above its lower crit-
ical solution temperature (LCST). Thus, if a polymer solution is pre-
pared below its LCST, it remains in liquid phase, but forms a gel
after depositing on a substrate whose temperature is above the
gelation temperature. The polymer solution was prepared by dis-
solving PNIPAM (AO23, Akina PolySciTech, West Lafayette, IN) in
10x PBS at 4 �C with 1%, 2% and 4% (w/v) concentrations. The solu-
tion was stored at 4 �C until use.

2.2. Thermal characterization and analysis of gelation kinetics

In order to establish mechanistic understanding of gelation of
the polymer solutions during a DOD printing procedure, a thermal
analysis of gelation kinetics was performed. By temperature-
modulated differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), the gelation
temperature and reaction kinetic parameters were characterized
by varying the concentration of PNIPAM polymers. Approximately
7–10 lg of each solution was loaded in a sample pan. Then, the pan
was hermetically sealed to prevent dehydration during the exper-
iments and was loaded in a differential scanning calorimeter
(Q200, TA Instruments, IL) calibrated with indium, water, and sap-
phire. Measurements were taken during heating from 0 to 40 �C
with heating rates of 1, 3 and 5 �C/min. Heat absorption associated
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with gelation reaction enthalpy was observed as an endothermic
peak in the thermal signal. Based on these results, the gelation pro-
cess was modeled as a first order reaction. Then, the polymeriza-
tion fraction, a, was predicted by the Arrhenius reaction model
as below:

da
dt

¼ kð1� aÞ and k ¼ A � exp � DE
R � TðtÞ

� �
ð1Þ

where k is the reaction constant of the gelation; R is the universal
gas constant; and A and DE is frequency factor and activation energy
of the polymer respectively. The DSC thermograms were curve-
fitted to determine A and DE, and the polymerization fraction was
computed as function of time and temperature.

2.3. Drop-on-demand printing of PNIPAM hydrogel

In order to test the feasibility of hydrogel printing, an inkjet
printing platform was constructed as illustrated in Fig. 2. The sta-
tionary printhead is an HP Thermal Inkjet Printing System (TIPS)
with 12 nozzles with vertical resolution of 400 dot-per-inch
(dpi). Although local phase transition might occur near the heater
part of the nozzle in the present thermal jet system, the effects of
this localized heating are both spatially and temporally negligible
on the jetting process. The heating duration was less than 5 ls,
and the ink was ejected far from the heating area. Thus, no notable
gelation due to thermal jetting process was observed. Substrate
movement is provided by an Anorad XY stage with 0.5 lm address-
ability and maximum linear speed of 30 mm/s. Two video cameras
are used to image printed droplets. For printing experiments, the
prepared polymer solution was loaded to the ink reservoir of the
setup, and the nozzle temperature was maintained in 1–8 �C
throughout the experiments. A cold pack was employed to main-
tain the temperatures of the ink reservoir and nozzle below the
gelation temperature of PNIPAM ink. Briefly, an aluminum foil
basin was shaped and molded to fit around the ink reservoir and
nozzle. The basin was then loaded with an appropriate level of
dry ice so that the ink remained in a liquid state. The aluminum foil
was then mechanically sealed at the top to enclose the dry ice and
reduce large temperature fluctuations. The nozzle temperature
was monitored throughout the printing process with a thermocou-
ple embedded in the nozzle. PNIPAM hydrogel droplets were
printed in 10 � 10 pattern on glass substrates in multiple layers.
The printing speed was 3 mm/s and the spacing was 300 lm. After
the printing, the 3D profiles of droplets printed were assessed by
an optical 3D profilometer (Zeta-20, Zeta Instruments, San Jose,
CA) with 0.5 lm z-resolution.

At this printing condition, the viscosity and surface tension of
2% w/v PNIPAM ink were characterized. The viscosity was mea-
sured using a cone-shape rheometer (AR550, TA instruments).
Fig. 2. Schematic of DO
After loading the polymer ink to the rheometer, the viscosity of
solution was measured at 0.1 s�1 shear strain rate while tempera-
ture increased from 2 �C to 8 �C. The viscosity of the polymeric ink
at 8 �C was 0.16 ± 0.07 Pa-s (n = 3). The surface tension was
measured using a standalone force tensiometer (Sigma 702, Biolin
Scientific) with a platinum Du Nouy ring. The surface tension of the
polymeric ink at 8 �C was 45.2 ± 0.04 mN/m (n = 5).
2.4. Scanning electron microscopy

In order to visualize the effects of dropwise gelation-
dehydration, the microstructures of the PNIPAM hydrogel matrices
were observed by scanning electron microscopy (S-4800, Hitachi)
while varying their gelation and dehydration conditions. The poly-
mer solutions were prepared at 4 �C with 1 and 5% w/v concentra-
tions. Then, a small amount of each PNIPAM polymer solution was
injected into droplets on a glass substrate at the room temperature
and humidity condition (26 �C and 55% relative humidity). After
the gelation, the samples were stored at the same temperature
but two different controlled relative humidity of 27% and 92%.
After 24 h storage, the samples were frozen by being submerged
into liquid nitrogen. Then, the frozen samples were freeze-dried
for 48 h to remove the imbibed water. The freeze-dried samples
were fractured and coated with gold before SEM observation.
2.5. Theoretical analysis of complex transport-structure interactions

A theoretical model was developed to simulate the dehydration
of a polymer droplet considering the interactions between polymer
matrix and water as illustrated in Fig. 3. Although drying of porous
material saturated with water has been studied previously in food
sciences and soil mechanics [38–40], dropwise dehydration has not
been well studied. In this model, the PNIPAM droplet was approx-
imated to a poroelastic material composed of a porous polymer
matrix saturated with water. As the interstitial fluid, i.e., water,
evaporates at the droplet-air interface, the polymer matrix will
shrink. Due to the constraint at droplet-substrate interface (i.e.,
constant area dehydration), the droplet will further experience
spatially non-uniform deformation. These structural changes result
in local change of hydraulic conductivity, and, in turn, will interfere
water transport through the matrix. We assumed also that, based
on the gelation kinetics study, the gelation would occur rapidly
during jetting, and the droplet upon deposition would mainly
experience dehydration. The constant area assumption was also
validated by photographic observation of the printed droplet (data
not shown), which suggested that, for the present ink–substrate,
the pinning effect be dominant so that the droplet diameter
remained constant during dehydration.
D printing setup.



Fig. 3. Schematics of a theoretical model of dropwise dehydration. (A) As a printed droplet is exposed to the ambient, interstitial water in the droplet starts to evaporate at
the droplet-air interface. This dehydration results in spatiotemporally varying shrinkage throughout the droplet. Due to the pinning effects, the droplet periphery on the
substrate is constrained. This complex fluid–structure interaction is thought to determine the microstructure of the hydrogel droplet. (B) Illustration of the computational
domain with corresponding boundary conditions. Because of axisymmetry, the half of the droplet shape was analyzed.

Table 1
Summary of the computational parameters.

Parameters Values and note

d (diameter of the droplet) 200 lm (mean value from the experiment)
h (height of the droplet) 6 lm (mean value from the experiment)
Contact angle Approximately 15�
E (elastic modulus) 1000 Pa
K (hydraulic conductivity) 1 � 10�5 � 1 � 10�9 m2/Pa-s
m (Poisson’s ratio) 0.3
hm (mass transfer coefficient) 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001 m/s
/o (initial porosity) 0.95
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By combining the conservation of mass and momentum for
each phase, the local dilatation (i.e., volumetric expansion) of the
droplet was modeled by the well-known consolidation equation
as below [41–43]:

@e
@t

¼ r � ðDreÞ and D ¼ KEð1� mÞ
ð1þ mÞð1� 2mÞ ð2Þ

where e is the dilatation, D is the consolidation constant which is
determined by the hydraulic conductivity (K), elastic modulus (E),
and Poisson’s ratio (m). If the deformation is small, the dilatation
can be related to the local porosity (/) and the initial porosity
(/o) as follows (54):

e ¼ /� /o

1� /
or / ¼ /o þ e

1þ e
ð3Þ

Since the pore space is saturated with water, the porosity repre-
sents the volume fraction of water. Thus, the dilatation is directly
correlated to the water content within the droplets. The extent of
droplet dehydration was determined by balancing the water evap-
oration rate, i.e., vapor flux at the droplet-air interface (Jv ), with the
interstitial water flux (Jw) as illustrated in Fig. 3B:

�qwD
@e
@n̂

����
d

¼ hmðqv;d � qv;1Þ ð4Þ

where qw is the density of interstitial water, hm is the mass transfer
coefficient at the droplet-air interface, and qv ;d and qv;1 is the mass
concentration of water vapor at the interface and ambient respec-
tively. The mass concentrations are determined from the partial
pressure of the vapor (Pv ) as follows [44]:

qv ¼ Pv
1:61P � 0:61Pv

and Pv ¼ RH � P ð5Þ

where P is the total pressure, i.e., ambient pressure, and RH is the
relative humidity at a given location. At the droplet-air interface,
it is assumed that the vapor is fully saturated so that RH is unity.
Since the relative humidity at the ambient during printing experi-
ments was measured at 25–97%, it was assumed at 50% throughout
the computations. These equations were solved using a commercial
FEM package (COMSOL Multiphysics, Burlington, MA). The proper-
ties used in the computation are summarized in Table 1. The ranges
of the hydrogel mechanical properties and mass transfer coefficient
were selected based on various hydrogel properties in literature
[45,46]. In the present computational study, the effects of the ambi-
ent humidity change were considered by varying the magnitude of
mass transfer coefficient while maintaining the ambient humidity
at 50%. Although the evaporation rate is dependent on both mass
transfer coefficient and the mass concentration of vapor in the
ambient (i.e., ambient humidity), the effects of these two can be
consolidated into equivalent mass transfer coefficient at nominal
ambient humidity for convenience. The corresponding value of
the equivalent mass transfer coefficient is approximately 0.02 m/s
for 25% RH, and 0.0008 m/s for 97% RH respectively. Thus, the range
of the mass transfer coefficient studied in Table 1 well covers the
experimental conditions.
3. Results

Fig. 4 summarizes the results of DSC thermal analysis of PNI-
PAM gelation kinetics. The DSC thermograms confirm the
endothermic peaks, which are associated with the gelation process,
become sharper with the PNIPAM concentration and the heating
rate. The range of the phase transition temperature (i.e., gelation
temperature) is within 13–17 �C. The gelation occurs at a lower
temperature as the polymer concentration increases. The activa-
tion energy (DE) of the polymer and the reaction constant (k) of
the gelation are computed as summarized in Table 2. The activa-
tion energy decreases as the polymer concentration increases. As
anticipated, the reaction constant drastically increases with tem-
perature as well as polymer concentration. Thus, as shown in
Fig. 4C, the gelation kinetics accelerates as the temperature and
polymer concentration increases. For example, at the concentra-
tion of 2% and 4% polymer solutions, the complete gelation would
occur less than a minute at 15 �C. It is anticipated that the gelation
occurs faster during printing as the temperature increases to room
temperature. This temperature and concentration dependent gela-
tion kinetics is common properties of thermally-responsive poly-
mers. In a droplet configuration, the gelation is expected to occur
even more rapidly considering simultaneous dehydration of poly-
mer solutions during printing, which increases the polymer con-
centration in the droplet.

The effects of the gelation process are observed on the structure
of printed droplets as shown in Fig. 5. In order to demonstrate the
feasibility of printing PNIPAM hydrogel in 3D constructs, the dro-
plets were jetted in multiple layers. Macroscopically, the quality
of single layer printed droplets was acceptable, which implies that
the viscosity and surface tension of the PNIPAM ink are suitable for
DOD printing. Microscopically, the single layer droplet clearly



Fig. 4. Thermal analysis of the gelation of PNIPAM polymer solutions. (A) DSC thermograms of PNIPAM while varying the concentration and heating rates. (B) Gelation
temperatures. As the concentration increases, the onset of gelation occurs at lower temperature. (C) Isothermal gelation fraction of PNIPAM. This shows the gelation fraction
when the polymer is maintained at a given temperature. As the concentration increases and the temperature is elevated, the gelation occurs faster.

Table 2
Thermal analysis of gelation kinetics of PNIPAM.

PNIPAM
concentration (% w/
v)

Activation energy
(DE) (kJ/mol)

Reaction constant (k)

T = 12 �C T = 13 �C T = 14 �C

1 549.34 0.091 0.205 0.458
2 534.90 0.164 0.362 0.793
4 502.44 0.288 0.605 1.263
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shows the dehydration with the pinning so that most of ink mate-
rial is concentrated near the periphery of the droplet. As droplets
were printed in multiple layers, however, the quality of printed
droplets deteriorated substantially due to a number of secondary
droplets. This suggests that, upon depositing (i.e., impacting on
the previously printed droplets), the PNIPAM droplet might not
be fully polymerized and splashing may occur upon impact. On
the contrary, more uniformly distributed ink material is noted dur-
ing the deposition in multiple layers.

The effects of dehydration on the droplet microstructure are
shown in Fig. 6. When the printing occurred at room temperature
condition with 55% relative humidity, the evaporation from the
droplets occurred during printing. Because of the dehydration,
the final droplet profile significantly shrunken so that the maxi-
mum height was around 80 lm even after printed in 20 layers
(Fig. 6A). Moreover, the top profile of the printed drops was very
rough. As shown in Fig. 6B, if the droplets were exposed to high rel-
ative humidity (RH = 95%), the droplets swelled back, the maxi-
mum height increased to approximately 120 lm and its profile
became relatively smooth dome-shaped. The SEM images of the
matrix microstructure are also presented. Fig. 6C shows the
cross-sectional view of the 1% w/v droplets printed in 92% relative
humidity. The porous structure near the droplet-air interface,
noted with black arrows, is denser than the interior noted
with white arrows. As the humidity decreases (Fig. 6D) or the
polymer concentration increases (Fig. 6E), the porous structure
becomemuch denser throughout the droplet profiles. This strongly
implies the presence of the fluid–structure interaction within the
droplets.

The computational results are presented in Fig. 7. Dehydration
kinetics of the baseline case (K = 1 � 10�7 m2/Pa-s, and
hm = 0.01 m/s) is shown in Fig. 7A. As time increases, the dilatation
decreases in a spatially non-uniform manner so that high shrink-
age is observed near the droplet-air interface. At the periphery of
the droplet (i.e., r = d/2), significantly higher deformation is local-
ized similar to the ‘‘coffee ring effects”. This spatially non-
uniform deformation may result in spatially non-uniform
microstructure of the droplet and eventually generate residual
stress in printed products. Since this computed dilatation can be
directly converted to the porosity and ultimately water content
using Eq. (3), this computational result can provide physical



Fig. 5. Droplet structure of PNIPAM polymer solutions printed in multiple layers. (A) Photographs of printed array of droplets. (B) Top panel: Microphotographs of the top
views. Bottom panel: 3D profiles of the droplets printed.
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insights to interpret the experimental results shown in Fig. 6. For
example, the high shrinkage localized near the droplet-air interface
matches with the smaller pores near the interface (i.e., black
arrows) in Fig. 6C.

The pattern of this intra-droplet deformation is highly
dependent on the ink properties and the dehydration conditions,
as presented in Fig. 7B. As the hydraulic conductivity increases to
1 � 10�7 m2/Pa-s (high K case), the deformation occurs throughout
the droplet and the magnitude of the maximum dilatation
decreases. These changes are thought to be caused by enhanced
interstitial water transport. However, as the hydraulic conductivity
decreases, the trend reverses and the deformation is highly
localized near the droplet-air interface. Interestingly, the magni-
tude of this highly localized deformation is substantially higher,
which can completely shut down interstitial water transport and
inhibit the dehydration. This ‘‘hydraulic locking” may preserve
the water content in the hydrogel, but it may attribute local defects
due to significant compaction. The effects of dehydration condition
were simulated by varying the mass transfer coefficient. Although
the intra-droplet deformation patterns are similar, the magnitude
of the maximum dilatation drastically changes. The maximum
dilatation of high hm case is significantly higher than the baseline,
which implies significantly decreased pore space. This concurs
with experimental observations presented in Fig. 6D, where the
droplet experience has significantly smaller pores as the evapora-
tion increases due to low ambient humidity.
4. Discussions

DOD printing of hydrogels has great potential to realize 3D
printing of hydrogel-based soft materials, particularly with spa-
tially controlled functional properties. In order to achieve this,
mechanistic understanding should be established to correlate
among ink properties, printing parameters, and functionality of
printed products. Typical DOD printing including the present study
consists of three steps – (i) preparation of ink in monomer solution,
(ii) printing of the ink into a desired pattern or configuration, and
(iii) polymerization and/or dehydration of the polymer droplets to
form bulk materials [20,28]. Among these three steps, the last one
is most critical for 3D printing since the behaviors of ink droplets
during this step, i.e., gelation and concurrent and/or subsequent
dehydration, determine the microstructural characteristics of
printed products, particularly porosity. Porosity is one of the key
structural characteristics of hydrogel-based soft materials. Many
functional properties including elastic modulus, hydraulic conduc-
tivity, and diffusivity of solutes [47–49] are closely correlated to
the porosity. Moreover, the water content is an important charac-
teristic for the functionality of the printed hydrogel. The porosity is
also is directly related to the water content of the hydrogel dro-
plets via the volume fraction of interstitial water, since the pore
space is assumed to be saturated with water. This assumption is
based on our observation that the dehydration is a slow process
and can be approximated to a quasi-equilibrium process. During



Fig. 6. Effects of dehydration on the droplet microstructures. (A) 3D profile of a droplet printed at 55% relative humidity. (B) 3D profile of a droplet exposed to 95% relative
humidity. (C–E) SEM images of the internal microstructures of PNIPAM hydrogel droplets: 1% w/v PNIPAM at 92% RH (C), 1% w/v at 27% RH (D), and 5% w/v at 27% RH (E).
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Fig. 7. Computational prediction of intradroplet deformation of PNIPAM hydrogel droplets during dehydration. (A) Time-lapse contour of dilatation during dropwise
dehydration of hydrogel with baseline properties (K = 1 � 10�7 m2/Pa-s, and hm = 0.01 m/s). (B) Effects of hydraulic conductivity (K = 1 � 10�5 m2/Pa-s or 1 � 10�9 m2/Pa-s)
and mass transfer coefficient (hm = 0. 1 m/s or hm = 0.0001 m/s) on the dilatation of hydrogel droplets after 2 h dehydration. All the color contours are plotted along the color
scale of e=jemaxj shown in (A). Cross-sectional dilatation contours are plotted at the interval of e=jemaxj ¼ �0:05 (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).
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dehydration, thus, the behavior of the hydrogel droplets could be
approximated to a poroelastic material whose interstitial space
(i.e., pores) is saturated with water. As the water evaporates at
the droplet-air interface, the interstitial water at the interior of
the droplet transports toward the interface across the dilatation
gradient described in Eq. (2). As a result, the droplet shrinks and
its porosity (i.e., water content) decreases. Thus, precise control
of the porosity will enable advanced materials with ‘‘digitized”
functional properties for various applications including tissue
engineering, drug delivery, printed electronics, and energy
applications.

In order to properly control the porosity, dynamics of
three transient processes should be understood – (i) gelation,
(ii) dehydration, and (iii) jetting. The interplay among these pro-
cesses will significantly affect the microscopic porosity within
the droplet as well as drop-drop interfaces as illustrated in Fig. 8.
For the PNIPAM polymer studied, the gelation is a rapid reaction,
but it will affect the deposition process. After deposition of a small
droplet of polymer solution (20–100 pl) on an impermeable sub-
strate, the polymer solution may undergo rapid dropwise gelation
whose kinetics is dependent on the temperature and concentration
of the polymer. Because of small volume and rapid reaction, it is
expected to quickly polymerize and form a hydrogel droplet.

As the hydrogel droplet forms, water in the droplet evaporates
across its top surface. As a result of this evaporation, the droplet
shrinks and the polymer matrix near the droplet-air interface



Fig. 7 (continued)

Fig. 8. Schematic illustration of the sub-droplet and droplet scale microstructures during DOD printing of hydrogel-based ink. (A) After deposited on an impermeable
substrate, a droplet of the hydrogel polymer solution undergoes gelation and porous polymer matrix is formed. As evaporation occurs at the droplet-air interface, the droplet
is dehydrated and its matrix structure shrinks. This deformation decreases the local hydraulic conductivity of the matrix and subsequent water transport within the droplet.
The result of this interaction determines the final microstructure, i.e., porosity. (B) The time scale of printing and gelation will also affect droplet scale microstructure via two
different ink–ink interaction scenarios – (top) when time scale of printing is shorter than that of gelation, two ink droplets will coalesce and form one large droplet. (bottom)
If the time scale of printing is longer than gelation, the gelation of the 2nd drop will be affected by water transport between these top droplets. The resulting microstructure is
distinctly different from the prior scenario.
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Table 3
Dimensionless parameter of the computational cases studied.

Computational cases Mass transfer coefficient
(hm) (m/s)

Hydraulic conductivity
(K) (m2/Pa-s)

Consolidation
constant (D) (m2/s)

Dimensionless
parameter (hmLc=D)

Baseline 0.01 1 � 10�7 1.4 � 10�4 4.5 � 10�4

High K 0.01 1 � 10�5 1.4 � 10�2 4.5 � 10�6

Low K 0.01 1 � 10�9 1.4 � 10�6 4.5 � 10�2

High hm 0.1 1 � 10�7 1.4 � 10�4 4.5 � 10�3

Low hm 0.0001 1 � 10�7 1.4 � 10�4 4.5 � 10�6
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becomes denser than the interior of the droplet. As the matrix
become denser, the local hydraulic conductivity decrease which
reciprocally impedes the intra-droplet water transport. The extent
of this fluid-matrix interaction is dependent on the properties of
the hydrogel materials, and is further complicated by constraints
at ink–substrate interface. As mentioned previously [31,32],
depending on the wettability and mode of dehydration, the sub-
strate may constrain the droplet shrinkage, and affect the local
matrix deformation and subsequent water transport. Thus, the
modes of evaporation – constant contact angle or constant contact
area, will also affect the final printed patterns in addition to the
gelation kinetics. For the present ink–substrate configuration, PNI-
PAM hydrogel on glass substrate, evaporation occurred in constant
contact area mode.

The key mass transfer process of this dropwise dehydration is
determined by the mass conservation at the drop-air interface as
described in Eq. (4). By performing scaling analysis, a relevant
dimensionless parameter can be formulated to explain the signifi-
cance of this dehydration process as below.

qwD
De
Lc

� hmDqv ! hmLc
D

� ½Evaporation�
½Interstitial water transport� ð6Þ

This Nusselt number-like parameter represents the significance
of evaporation with respect to interstitial water transport, which is
mathematically expressed as the diffusion of dilatation in Eq. (2).
The consolidation constant (D) relates to two key mechanical prop-
erties of the hydrogel materials – hydraulic conductivity (K) and
elastic modulus (E). The values of the proposed parameter are sum-
marized in Table 3 for the computational cases shown in Fig. 7.
These values are computed with the droplet height the character-
istic length, since the dehydration and subsequent interstitial
water transport mainly occurred along the z-axis. As the mass
transfer coefficient (hm) increases or the consolidation constant
(D) decreases, the parameter will increase which suggests that
the evaporation become dominant. Thus, compared to the baseline
case, the droplets in these two cases are expected have smaller
pores and condensed matrix structure. On the contrary, as hm
decreases and D decreases, the parameter implies that the intersti-
tial water transport occurs rapidly so that the droplets will experi-
ence less deformation gradient and spatially uniform matrix
microstructure for a given evaporation rate. Although further
research is warranted, this parameter can be a predictive measure
of the quality of the printed droplet. It may also provide a quanti-
tative guideline to adjust printing parameters and ink properties to
achieve the same microstructural characteristics of new ink
materials.

As printing occurs in multiple layers, the ink–ink interaction
will add additional complexities to the dropwise gelation-
dehydration phenomena. After deposition on or near another layer
of printed hydrogel droplets, the newly printed hydrogel droplet
will undergo dehydration process including complex matrix-fluid
interactions with the other droplets as illustrated in Fig. 8B. In
addition to these, the shrinkage of the droplet also induces the
deformation of the polymer substrate, whose magnitude should
depend on the elastic modulus of the polymer substrate. Moreover,
due to the substrate deformation and imbalance of the elastic
stress of the polymer matrix in the intra-droplet space and the sub-
strate, additional water transport is expected to occur at the
droplet-substrate (i.e., ink–ink) interfaces, which is absent in the
ink–substrate interaction.

If a printing process is performed at a humid environment, the
dehydration may be minimized. However, the evaporation cannot
be completely avoided. It is much more desirable to print at the
ambient condition for convenience and maintenance of the pro-
cesses and equipment. Often, high water content is desired to
matching jettable viscosity and surface tension. Thus, the signifi-
cance of dehydration during DOD printing cannot be overempha-
sized. This will also mitigate the material selectively of DOD
printing, and enable broader manufacturing of hydrogel-based
materials. Although the mechanistic explanation proposed in the
present study may be able to explain the dropwise gelation-
dehydration with fluid–structure interactions, it should be vali-
dated with other types of polymers whose gelation and structural
properties varies. It also needs to be further developed considering
fluid–structure interactions at ink–ink interfaces during 3D print-
ing. Although the results from the present study may provide
mechanistic explanation of the final porosity of printed hydrogel
droplets, further research is still warranted to measure the changes
of water content such as using thermogravimetric analyzer or dif-
ferential scanning calorimeter. However, this is very difficult
because the amount of printed droplets is too small to obtain mea-
surable weight difference or because the thermal signature is
affected by the reversible gelation kinetics of PNIPAM. Moreover,
the computational model also assumed constant properties during
dehydration. However, these properties are closely related to the
matrix porosity, which varies notably during the dehydration pro-
cess. Further development incorporating deformation dependent
properties may also be necessary.

5. Conclusions

In the present study, droplet and sub-droplet scale fluid–struc-
ture interactions have been both experimentally and computation-
ally studied to predict DOD printed droplet’s porosity considering
dropwise gelation-dehydration. Sub-droplet level fluid–structure
interaction is proposed as an underlying mechanism to determine
the final porosity. It is demonstrated that sub-droplet scale fluid-
matrix interactions should be correlated to polymer gelation kinet-
ics, dehydration as well as printing process parameters such as
spatial and temporal deposition parameters between adjacent
drops (when and where adjacent drops should be deposited and
the associated structural–functionality) and between layers. The
results will be useful to lay the groundwork to enable new gener-
ation materials with desired functionalities via DOD printing.
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